Equity Every Where

Network News Update 01
Equity Everywhere... "in the loop"
The first PDF newsletter to the entire online branch.

Greetings Equity Everywhere!
This is the Online Branch calling.
Are you with me?
Hello Equity Online Branch Members, Caron here. (on the left)
Online Branch Moderator, Stage Manager and Social Media Geek!

All Change... All Aboard.
Branch Directory
Yes this is the first “in the loop” edition to be sent to the entire
Online Branch register of 800+ members. I want to thank you for
opting in and apologise for not having connected with you before
now. If you have encountered the peculiarities of the Online
Branch and its chat room you will be nodding in sympathy if I
express my frustration with the branch area. If you have been left
feeling that after opting in you’ve been abandoned, you are not
alone and this direct newsletter will I hope start to change that.
What do you think of this font? Its designed specifically for
dyslexics called OpenDyslexia - www.opendyslexic.org

Oﬃcial OLB Home Online
equityonlinebranch.co.uk

Public Facebook Page
facebook.com/EquityOLB

Members Only FB Group

facebook.com/groups/equityolb

Equity OLB on Twitter
twitter.com/equityolb

Resources

Opt-in video HOW TO - 3mins
bit.ly/olb-opt-in-howto

Contact The Moderator
moderator@equityonlinebranch.co.uk

M. 07889205914

Thats the intro. Where I mention webpages I will include links in
full or shortened with ‘bitly’ to make them easier to type in. In
the electronic version links should also be clickable. There are
some useful resources and places online you can find branch
members online to the right. You can write to me too.
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You can write to me also:
Caron Lyon - EquityOLB
℅ Phil Pemberton
Equity Guild House
Upper St Martin's Lane,
London WC2H 9EG

Equity Every Where

The OLB year has gone like this.
Jan, Feb Mar this year was taken up by the process we needed to follow to get a
motion selected for the 2018 Annual Representatives Conference (ARC). Myself and
Nana Bartholomew Brown were your representatives at the conference. ARC took
place in May. Overlapping that was the nominations of candidates and election of a
new council which was announced in July.
For the first time we used the branch's Debating Chamber to make key decisions
successfully. We selected a motion accepted by the Standing Orders Committee
making it the first motion selected and presented by the Equity Online Branch.
We also made two decisions relating to the Elections which was not to collectively
support or nominate candidates through the branch for the 2018 Council Elections.
Many regional branches struggled with the process and participation for the candidate
decisions but lessons are being learnt. Dots are being connected across the entire
Branch network with the Online Branch very much a part of the dialogue.
In the quite time recently following a decision to reform the branch over a 6 month
period I have reached out to Council and spent some time chatting to our President
Maureen Beattie when I have the privilege to host a Facebook LIVE on behalf of the
Online Branch to broadcast her SafeSpaces Public Lecture back in September.

Dark Times
Following a Brexit chat thread back in March, a series of inherent, continuing flaws
which made the branch quite unpleasant for many, presented themselves. The
notification system was tuned off in June. This is why you have heard nothing from
the branch and your inboxes have been mercifully quiet!
Equity was forced to take action following defamation and harassment accusation
leading Equity Council to commission a review into the branch. The independent review
resulted in a decision which will shape the future of the branch.

What is next…? Aﬃliations, Physical and Digital.
The biggest change is that following the review it became clear that participants in
the online branch who were members of their ‘physical’ branch would have more
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opportunities to participate in democratic decisions than those who were only
members of their local, ‘physical’ branch. Therefore Council decided that members of
the online branch or members joining in future needed to decide whether they wanted
to have their vote count in their local branch or in the online branch, they could not
vote in both. As a consequence Equity HQ will soon be sending out an email to all
current members of the OLB to ask them if they want their vote in the OLB or while
attending their local branch. Of course, I would urge you to remain part of the OLB, at
least during the review process where we can see whether there is a future for the
OLB.
The physical branch network needs support and while the online
branch is ever present in its virtual capacity, the physical
branches need attendees to function and be quorate for
decision making.
Following a meeting with Phil Pemberton regarding the decision
made by Council charging us with the task of categorising the
branch membership I want to assure you all that no one will have
their democratic right to participate where they chose threatened.
More about this in the next eNews update. I have presented a strategy to deliver on
what is called "Option 1 - OLB Reform”. The Evaluation Report, my consequent
Response and my Jan Progress review have been uploaded to the documents area of
the branch. bit.ly/equityolb-documents

The Strategy, in a nutshell.
December 2018 - May 2019 to report back June 2019
1. Elect a new Committee (December and welcome new committee Mid January)
2. Establish whether the Branch platform can be returned to operation (January)
3. Survey the 800 OLB members to understand digital and physical branch
affiliation. (January - March)
4. Present a delivery strategy for items 2 and 3 above following consultation with
staff and the new committee by end of March.
5. Work with the wider branch network to connect members with a physical
branch while promoting the availability of the Digital Branch. (March - May)
6. Connect with the entire branch register of members… HELLO!
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Electing a new OLB Committee
Dec 18 - Jan 19 for a period of 1yr
This new committee will be taking on light moderation
duties following training. Flexible moderation was a key
point in the branch review and I for one welcomed that
recommendation.
Committee Members are also expected to attend a
monthly 1 hr video meeting. Those meetings have taken
place every second Tuesday on Skype but the new
committee will be able to re-schedule if an alternative
day in more convenient for the group. Would you like to
shape the branch’s future?
NOMINATION FORM - bit.ly/equityolb-nominations
On the nomination form candidates are asked for a proposer and seconder,
(candidates can self nominate and if you do not have a seconder you can request to
be connected with a suitable member who will consider seconding your nomination) a
photo and short statement are required also.

The closing date for nomination will be Sunday 16th December
In the event there be more than 9 candidates voting with be Jan 4th to Jan 13th.

Did you miss Maureen’s ‘Creating Safe Spaces’ public lecture?
It is available to watch on demand here: bit.ly/equity-sppl
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